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Democracy Is a good idea 
On politics art and activism. 1deal1sm and pragmatism 
By Mo, ten Goll & Jes per Gol l 

Pragma t1!-- - ken [pray] (From Greek Pragmati'kos skilled experienced , 
active pol1t1cal from pragma - that which has been done, active, of 
state affairs) expertise 111 semiology a discip line that studies 
communIcatIve media the sign systems and their relation to man and 
which regards the linguistic act in its concrete context in the widest 
defirnt1on (The concrete situation. the particular circumstances of the 
speakers their mtentions their social orig in, their mutual relations etc ), 
in pol1t1cal relations factually grounded, practical and realistic politics 
[Source Gyldendals Fremmedordbog , [The Danish Gyldendal s 
D1ct1onary of Foreign Terms] 11th edition , 3rd printing, Nordisk Forlag 
Copenhagen. 1993. Tr. by Morten Goll] 

How do we know what contemporary art looks like? We don't. We know 
that It can be defined as cultural critique, that it seeks to eliminate its 
own mherent confinement as well as the limits produced by the current 
explanatory model. Which is to say the philosophical discourse and the 
identity models we deploy to describe the world and ourselves both 
globally and on the local political plane as well as at the mdividual level 

For want of something better, we rely on our experience when we have 
to determine whether something is art, critique or skilled craftwork. In 
other words, we judge the artwork with reference to historical models 
that relate to how art used to look. But what qualified as art fifty years 
ago Is not necessarily art today since its form and content no longer 
propose a critical alternative to the prevailing explanatory model 
Stripped of its critical dimension, art reduces to skilled craftwork. 

How do we know what critique looks like? We don't. Logic allows us to 
deduce that the form and burden of a critique should be a function of 
the object of critique. At best, the critique takes a form that constitutes a 
constructive demonstration of an alternative to the object of criticism. 
But more often than not, the form amounts to a recycling of approaches 
that have proved successful in the past, but may not be successful in 
the present. 
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~ the' attern But how do 
look :1t tile pt otcsts of c t11 liet l trnes c1 nd repea s d p kr ow how a 

'- I k I k ' l cl·1y? How Owe I 
\\L' k11~1w wll,1t I cs1st-111ct' oo s I u o c 

lkn11.)11stI at0I b1...'ll,wes? 

v\ ll 1t \\8 :ne looking fo1 111 the past Is an identity model. A model that 
rlf'f,~es a ... pattern of, agency, which Is a function of the world view we 
share i'Jode1 nIsm was one such world-view. The modernist utopia was 
,., tantastIc vIsIon of an ideal world. 

~ , - The modern ,deal that man aided by science Is able to establish an 
~ ~r obJect1ve vIewpoInt from which the world can be over-looked at safe 

~ \ :h distance In this modern gaze the beholder Is removed from the obJect 
~ ...i ~ of the gaze and thus exerts no influence on what is seen. This dualist 

~ 
~ partItIonIng of the world Is all pervasive In the West. It freezes personal 
_ 1 1dent1ty into an I and a you and group identity into a them and an us 

~ Dualism likewise informs the Western idealist faith in progress which -
r orchestrated through technological and political revolutions - wil l bring 

~\c us ever closer to the modern utopia. Western scientists. along with the 
~ revolutionary avant-garde, lead the way. Both are, by virtue of their 

_ _ pos1tIons - In the laboratory or as part of the political elite - immune to 
~ pressures from "the natives" they control. The myth of the artist-genius 

~ ~ Is also part of the legacy of the modernist identity model. The male 
~ artist-ego sequestered in his studio, extracting from the uniqueness of 

his inner being the truth about the world . 

The modern idealist's worst nightmare is political pragmatists 

The pragmatist's worldview is based on a quest for consensus . Rather 
than cultivating the cleavage between "them" and "us". utopia and 
reality pragmatists seek to bridge differences, with the aim of reaching 
p,act1cal political solutions. Pragmatic power politics have produced 
some of the most absurd states of affairs seen in recent world history 
fa.n example Is USA's ever-changing relations to Osama Bin Laden. 

(et modernisms political idealism - anarchism , socialism and 
communism once seen as alternatives to capitalism - have suffered 
0ne abysmal defeat after the other over the past 20 years As a 
ph ilosophical discourse/an explanatory model for artists . modernism 
has proved s1mIlarly inadequate . 

Artists have talked a lot about "postmodernism" as a new explanatory 
model but few have managed to set up identity models that do not hark 
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back to the history ot modernism At this po,nl one can conclude that 
the only novelty ushereci 111 by postmoderrnsn1 was the loss of the 
moder 111st utopia Thus bereft of ideal and purpose we carry on in the 
rnanne, of he<1dless cl11ckens plunging forward 111 the same drrectron as 
before In ...:i s1m1l3r m.::11111er demonstrators dress up to look like 
demonstrators lining up 1n front of the polrce ,n conformity with the 
des1gn~.:ited extra-par l1amentary role c1ccorded them by the powers that 
be 

However If art 1s still a form of cultural cntic,sm and if political activism 
aspires to the same goal ,t becomes a crucial point to answer the 
question of where the potential for criticism can be found today. One 
way of seeking an answer to this question is to try to define more 
closely and concretely how modernism has outplayed itself For in the 
anatomy of the breakdown of modernism lies firstly an understanding of 
what has broken down and why secondly the point of departure from 
which ,t might be possible to move on. 

(J''--fJ. Modernist thinking ,s critical thinking and cultural crit1c1sm par 
A -' (\~A ,~ excellence but as critical thinking it has a characteristic trait that seems 
~ cf'~--~ closely related to ,ts present ??wnfall : T~e modernist critique is often 
"\ ~ ~ ~ founded in an abstract negat1v1ty, and with the progress of the 20th 

" ~ century this trait seems to become ever more dominant. The focus of 
~ the critical activity changes over time from an interest in the specific 

~ -~ , v s bject of concrete critique - an interest in what is being criticized, and 
~\- cl'~ what this concrete critique has to say about its subject - to an interest 
'I~ (9Y 1n the fact that critique is being exercised. The pofnt of interest 

~ becomes the process of negation as such instead of its cogn~tive 
potential 

The purpose that modernism seeks to achieve with this negative move 
1s to criticize any form of fundamentalism. Like Derrida modernism 
seeks to disown all "privileged concepts" - except the critical position 
as such - and the means rt employs in this general crusade against 
privileges rs a critique of all attempts to establish something that can be 
construed as a fixed position.. But since every positive statement is by 
its nature (i.e. by the nature of language) similar to a fixed position, 
modernism in the end looses its ability to say anything at all except 
·no-· 

After the breakdown of this critical project, two alternatives seem to 
remain open 
The first alternative ,s to turn the edge of abstract-negative criticism 
against modernism itself. Which leads to either the nihilism of 
postmodernrsm - where fina lly the critical position itself is negated and 
all positions become equally valid or invalid - or to a "yes" that is as 
abstract as the ·•no" of modernism, that is to a re lapse into a " 
fundamentalism that until recently seemed to belong in the past These 
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t dem1srn are in fact each 

two pos1t1ons fu11d3111entallsm cl ll U ros mo ' · 
oll1e1 s r dlect1ons 

k II critique concrete (a 
fhe .:::econd altern,1t1ve consists 111 ma ing ,e , the history of 

' d f • H el s toolbox) hy seeing 
ci,15s1c. I move borrowe 10111 eg · . ined that needs to 

i rn ·ma a point of d parture. as expenenc~ ga latform for 
. '-VO throuoh a similated nd u d - rather than as a p b died 

J f'l1C\\ ('1..i t:'\<?ICl~es lrl abst1 act negat1onisrn The experience em f 
n 1i1.~,'c1 rnsm 1s hc1sten1ng towards self-destruction - culturally in ° 

nm1!1sm politically into fundamentalism - and the necessary 
.:ounte1 move 1s an ant1cntique U1at cnt1c1zes the fail ing ab1l1ty of critique 
to con1prehend plu1 al1st1c values and contexts. its forever escalating 
e, els of 3bstract1on and its generally hostile relation to the subject of 
-11t1que 

\Vhere modernist cnt1que works by constantly "undermining" something 
- a strategy that 1n the end reduces the very concept of critique to a 
ritual - ant1crit1que remains critical 1n the orig inal sense of the word by 
enter ng a territory and opening 1t, by asking new questions and 
1nvest1gating unseen connections. In its origins modernist critique was 
a1s0) like that but a century of ritualization has rendered its form 

unusable at present. 

Anticnt1que turns this state of affairs around by maintaining the 1nit1al 
right of any viewpoint to be heard , thus laying claim to consensus. 
:;ompromise. and dialogue. This is a necessary consequence of ,ts 
:cnc"ete starting point· If the task at hand is to understand , elaborate 
an · develop that which is criticized , it is necessary to run the risk of 
learning something from it. One's own position must be brought in a 
aanger that is equal to the danger brought to the opponent's position 
Thus ant1critique represents an abrupt fall from the thin , refined air of 
modernism down to the messier but also. one may hope more ferti le 
morass of opposed interests and viewpoints. 

B; virtue of the extreme situation in which modernism has left us such 
· kindness ,s ,n itself a critical move that will reopen a number of worn 
concepts - democracy. dialogue, compromise - to thinking. To 
Heidegger for one, this is the very purpose of art: To preserve the 
instruments of thinking in language by renewing and deepening their 
meanings.-. He saw poetry as a paradigm for this type of move- The 
Gic;rman name for poetry is D1chtung, which to Heidegger also signified 
Verd1chtung ··condensation" 
However the very relationship between critique and anticritique also 
cannot be contained in an unambiguous preference of one over the 
other On the contrary, both of these concepts of criticism will loose 
their content (as in modernism) if they are not thought together. A 
critique of culture and society that deserves to be called radical must 
oppose any ritualization of thought. This includes the abstract negativity 



of modernism. but a lso the ritual1zation that attempts to elevate 
compromise .1_nd c_onsensus as the new established ritual A critique 
that I radical in this sense must r1void manifestos and policy 
statements hke the plague. and at the s8me time 1t must continue to 
produce th r 1 It Is p1 Jgmdtic pa1 adox1c I, urn uly, of a Buddhist nature 

Mo em,s111 s ntu,:il1st1c I11sIstence on critique as pure abstract negativity 
h,1s completed Ll 10119 toug l1 haul 111 the cultural history of the West 
GtY,luse tl11s haul Is now complet it 1s time for new poetry for c:1 new 
condensation - and because all the old idols have been toppled (also 
t'r this ,easonI) we now necessarily find ourselves on the ground of 
p, agmatIsm Our task Is to for mu late a trap an ambush that can open 
the 1rnnd to the poss1b1l1ty of pragmatism - for the only alternative 
available today seems to be a relapse either into a post modern form of 
n1hil1sm or into a medieval fundamentalism akin to the simplified sem1-
rel1g,ous world views that are presently being promoted by powerful 
militant leaders both in the East and in the West 

1t s time to develop a new identity model that can invest both art and 
act1v srn with new meaning and better resonance Modernism s 
dual! m . which makes possible the entrenched ego, is closer to fascism 
than to democracy in social contexts. It supports colonialist dom1nat1on. 
to talk to refuse to listen to dominate 

The task for this new identity model Is nothing less than a defense of 
one of the late modernism 's most impossible ideals namely 
aemocracy. It Is the responsibility of art and pol!t1cal activism to create 
an ,den ity model that both in terms of method and message articulates 
a democratic alternative. 

Democracy 1s a fragile vision that has been in hibernation for 2500 
years The democratic ideal is constantly threatened by economic 
polrt1cal and military powers. Democracy is impossible in a capitalist 
economy that places economic freedom above personal freedom. 
Democracy 1s impossible where pragmatic power politics sacrifices 
human rights in favor of cheap oil. Democracy is impossible without 
democratic mass media. Democracy has never existed . Yet. it is a good 
idea. 

Democracy's method is social interaction, communication, debate, 
respect for those who think differently, consensus, pragmatics. The 
struggle for democracy should be conducted by the same means. This 
does not mean that we should adopt current definitions of the concept 
of pragmatism". Rather. we should explore and develop the potential of 
pragmatics as an ethically accountable artistic and pol itical method. We 
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need to ptore h dyn n 1c int I ect,on wher critique and antI-
ntique 1eet 

,\ pragm~tI" 1110d I of 1dent1ty must be br1secJ on concepts such rJS 

-ollabor at10n conversation mutable ide11t1tIes and above all focus on 
n 1s 1 socIa space where the democratic proces::.es are 

du tf' , . 1.\II cor11111unicat1on requires a sender. a receiver and a 
,,~dIuni tlJ convey 1nform~t1on Meaningful communication requires that 

1 ti ' IPdtors exchange not simply information but also identities - to 
11 ten I as well as a speaker A pragmatic cu ltural critique must 

foe 1s ~m the art of disseminating 111formation on the role of the mass 
media on the reclaiming and upgrading of the name of democracy We 
1 f'·ed to tsnd wavs to ctemonstrnte that democracy is a good idea, and 
, nethuus that , eveal how its name is being abused 

Being a fellow-c1t1zen Is not a profession It is a responsibility that falls 
to amateurs 
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